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Sopra GMT reinforces its holding in Sopra Group

Paris, 26 September 2010

Sopra GMT announced today that it reinforced its shareholding in Sopra Group, bringing the control of the
founders and management to 34.6%. A shareholder pact also exists between Sopra GMT and Geninfo
(Société Générale). Geninfo holds 12.2% of Sopra Group.

Furthermore, the recently announced abandonment of the spin-off operation between Sopra Group and
Axway is due to the refusal of the investment fund Caravelle to commit to holding its shares post-operation, a
commitment required by the bureau des agréments in order to approve the operation.

In accordance with the Board of Directors’ request on 19 September 2010, Sopra Group pursues its analysis of
various strategic options.

Disclaimer
This document is a free translation into English of the original French press release. It is not a binding document. In the event of a conflict in
interpretation, reference should be made to the French version, which is the authentic text.

About Sopra Group
A leader in the European consulting and IT services market, Sopra Group generated revenue of 1.094 billion euros in 2009 and has a human
and intellectual resource potential of over 12,000 people. Thanks to a longstanding culture of excellence and strong sector-specific,
functional and technological know-how, the Group offers its clients an end to end approach based on a well-honed business model. Sopra
Group’s ambition is to allow its clients to focus on transformation projects that will give them a competitive edge and help them drive
growth. Sopra Group’s savoir-faire encompasses prior strategic reflection through to the supervision and implementation of major systems
integration and application outsourcing projects. The Group also pursues the worldwide deployment of its activities in both application
integration and business process management through its subsidiary Axway, a leading provider of Business Interaction Networks, with a
complete range of solutions and services. For more information, please visit our website www.sopragroup.com.

